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where she can tangibly see the di�erence her work makes from week to 
week, but some days finds herself depleted by the logistics of always being 
on the move.

The CAPABLE training Dana and Maria completed before launching their 
local program was helpful, but it was a few months ago and some of the 
details are fuzzy. They both wonder: when will I become comfortable 
implementing this program? Where can I go for help?  Am I where I should 
be in the learning process?

CAPABLE

This program is different - instead 

of taking vitals and advising on
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When CAPABLE was developed at 
the Johns Hopkins School of Nursing 
in 2009, it was small enough to 
provide tailored support to new 
team members. But, as the program 
grows (26 sites and counting!), we 
saw a need to design scalable ways 
to ensure new CAPABLE sta� like 
Dana and Maria have the tools to 
confidently implement the 
program’s core values and 
principles – such as letting the client 
drive the intervention, working 
e�ectively in interdisciplinary teams, 
and collaboratively brainstorming 
with older adults.

Dana, a registered nurse (RN), and 
Maria, an occupational therapist 
(OT) have recently joined CAPABLE – 
a program that supports older 
adults who want to live more 
independently at home, but have 
one or more functional limitations 
that makes it harder to do so. During 
a series of home-based visits, older 
adults define goals that would help 
them age with meaning, and a team 
composed of an RN, OT, and 
handyperson work together to 
support their action plan. Some 
older adults want to play with their 
grandchildren, others  

want to be able to cook for 
themselves – whatever the goal, the 
CAPABLE team follows their lead.

While Dana has worked as a home 
care nurse for almost a decade, 
CAPABLE is di�erent. Instead of 
implementing a prescribed plan of 
care, she is now learning to facilitate 
brainstorms about the client’s goals. 
Meanwhile, Dana’s OT counterpart 
Maria is brainstorming with clients 
about their physical function, adding 
home modification requests to work 
orders, and finding time to 
collaborate with Dana and Tyler, 
the team’s handyperson. Maria used 
to work in a clinical setting. She is 
energized by being in clients’ homes

Promoting a supportive culture 

for older adults

This guide shares what we 
learned from interviews, 
observations, and workshops 
with CAPABLE members from 
around the country. Whether 
you’re brand-new to CAPABLE or 
a seasoned veteran, we hope you 
enjoy interacting with this guide. 
We’d love to hear what you think 
about the ideas we propose here 
– you can get in touch with 
Jennifer Smith at 
jwells40@jhu.edu.
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Creating accessible 

houses that feel like home

Accessible homes provide an essential foundation 
for building a meaningful life as we age. This 
concept is at the heart of CAPABLE’s model, and 
experienced OTs in particular have developed 
personal practices for helping clients make their 
home safe and accessible, while still being warm 
and inviting. New practitioners often fear sounding 
judgmental when starting a conversation about 
clutter in a client’s home. They also may feel 
overwhelmed by not knowing what to buy for 
clients and where to buy it from.
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Learning curves –
you’re not alone!

We interviewed nurses, OTs, handypeople, clients, 
advocates, and more about what CAPABLE means to them, 
and what their learning journey has looked like so far. Along 
the way, we identified four learning curves that many new 
practitioners face as they transition into the program:

Supporting people as experts 

in their own experience

Everyone deserves to pursue health on our own terms, with 
support from a team that helps us reach our goals while 
prioritizing our autonomy. Experienced CAPABLE 
practitioners are comfortable putting client goals, not 
medical procedures, first. This can be especially hard for 
nurses, who may be used to a more prescriptive 
patient-provider relationship, and team members who 
cycle in and out of CAPABLE and other types of work. 
 

are essential to our wellbeing as we age. Experienced CAPABLE practitioners are 
compassionately transparent with their client that their time together is limited, but show 
through their actions that they truly care about the client’s success. We are struck by actions 
both big, like a handyperson who secured an extra grant to fix a client’s kitchen, and small, 
like an OT who always asks clients what color bath mat they’d prefer. On the other hand, 
team members feel challenged when external pressures make the home visit feel more like 
an exam room – from bedbug suits, to laptops, to lengthy pre-visit questionnaires. 

 

Working in 
teams (when 
you’re always 
on the road)

We all need a variety of 
types of support as we age, 
and interdisciplinary teams 

 
can help provide that support in a coordinated way. Experienced CAPABLE 
teams develop rapport with fellow members of their clients’ teams, 
creating the kind of relationship where they feel comfortable giving their 
counterparts a quick call. It’s not always easy to find the time to develop 
these relationships. Teams may not share a single o�ce space or even 
work for the same organization, and the nature of home-based care 
means that individuals don’t spend much time in one place anyway. Going 
forward, we observed room to expand the ‘team’ to family members to 
extend the impact of the program, and for sites to link into locally-relevant 
webs of support beyond the core team – like food banks, community 
centers, and social workers. 
 

Making space for 
authentic connection 
with clients

Connection is healing, and caring relationships 
are essential to our wellbeing as we age. 
Experienced CAPABLE practitioners are 
compassionately transparent with their client 
that their time together is limited, but show 
through their actions that they truly care about 
the client’s success. We are struck by actions 
Connection is healing, and caring relationships

 



From early days to “I’ve got this!”
A CAPABLE PRACTITIONER’S LEARNING JOURNEY

SPARK
How do practitioners find out about 
CAPABLE, and what inspires them to join?

LEARN
How do practitioners pick up the essentials 
during their CAPABLE training?

GROW
How do practitioners develop the confidence 
and skills they need to succeed at CAPABLE?

TRANSFER
How do experienced CAPABLE practitioners 
continue to develop, stay energized, and 
support others?

Activities

Resources used 

by CAPABLE 

teams today

Touch Points

“Aha!” moments

Common

Challenges

+ Professors, classmates, and academic networks
+ Journal articles
+ Ad for CAPABLE on the JHU website
+ Conversations with CAPABLE sta�

Where are you in your CAPABLE journey? What comes next for you? This map uses stories from CAPABLE practitioners around 
the U.S. to summarize what initially sparks a practitioner’s interest in CAPABLE, how they learn about their role during training 
and their early client visits, how they continue to grow after introductory training is complete, and how experienced team 
members begin to transfer their best practices to others in both informal and formal settings. 

Welcome to CAPABLE! At this stage, you’re finding out 
about CAPABLE for the first time, learning more about it, 
and deciding to join. Many people find out about CAPABLE 
through journals, conferences, and word-of-mouth. 
Through online research and conversations with current 
CAPABLE members, they realize that this is a role that they 
want to play – often because they are looking to switch up 
their day-to-day work life, connecting more deeply with 
community, or working in a home setting.

It’s go time! At this stage, you’re o�cially signed up for the 
program and ready to learn. You are receiving training 
materials in the mail, completing an online training, 
watching videos, engaging in online visit simulations, taking 
notes, and planning how you will implement CAPABLE at 
your own site.

One thing that strikes many new CAPABLE practitioners is 
realizing that CAPABLE has a culture of encouragement. 
There’s a lot to learn, but the trainers display support for 
one another and reassure trainees, “in time, you will make 
CAPABLE your own.”

This stage can feel chaotic to many practitioners. There is a 
lot of information to absorb – so much that it’s hard to know 
what to ask! Sometimes, there are technical di�culties to 
manage, especially for practitioners who are used to 
in-person settings. Finally, people who are training to 
become a CAPABLE practitioner are often also helping 
to build a brand-new program, so they are also thinking 
about how to customize what they are learning to their 
own context.

+ CAPABLE online training, video library, and visit simulations
+ Training binder

A virtual ‘box’ where trainees can bookmark, organize, and 
easily access their top takeaways from training – such as 
favorite slides, notes, and files.

Consider this the ‘training wheels’ stage: getting to know the 
interdisciplinary team you’re working with, going on your 
first few home visits, putting what you learned in training 
into practice, organizing your schedule, and driving – doing 
a lot of driving. 

The early days of CAPABLE can be a real challenge, but new 
practitioners say it’s all worth it when they experience their 
first few client successes, big and small. Practitioners also 
love being able to purchase items that will meaningfully 
improve their clients’ day-to-day lives, find it refreshing to 
work with colleagues who joined CAPABLE to help others, 
and feel fulfilled to be working toward a vision they believe in.

This stage can feel chaotic to many practitioners. There is a 
lot of information to absorb – so much that it’s hard to know 
what to ask! Sometimes, there are technical di�culties to 
manage, especially for practitioners who are used to 
in-person settings. Finally, people who are training to 
become a CAPABLE practitioner are often also helping 
to build a brand-new program, so they are also thinking 
about how to customize what they are learning to their 
own context.

+ Yammer
+ Conversations with the practitioner’s interdisciplinary team
+ CAPABLE webinars
+ Internet research, especially on Amazon (for researching 
   and purchasing supplies)

+ Peer-to-peer mentoring program for the first two months of 
   CAPABLE practice
+ Curated digital small groups that problem solve around 
   di�erent topic areas

At this stage, you have a rhythm. Instead of sticking to a 
strict script, you feel comfortable taking a ‘free-flowing’ 
approach to client conversations, and navigate tricky 
situations with more ease. You also notice that others 
approach you for advice – and you have wisdom to o�er! At 
this stage, some practitioners are thinking about what 
comes next, whether that’s taking on a leadership role at 
their CAPABLE chapter, doing research on their program, or 
mentoring others. 

It takes time and e�ort to master the CAPABLE skill set and 
build a thriving program, and experienced practitioners get 
excited when they reflect on how far they have come since 
training. They notice both professional and personal 
development as a result of the program.  At this stage, many 
also find it rewarding to ‘pay it forward’ by helping new 
CAPABLE adoptees learn the ropes.

While practitioners do get more confident with their skills 
over time, it is normal to have a sticking point that is always 
hard – for some, it’s the nervous feeling of entering a house 
for the first time; for others, it might be working with 
families. Additionally, some find it tough to find time to 
balance the leadership activities they want to take on 
alongside their active caseloads. 

+ Yammer
+ CAPABLE webinars

+ Curated digital small groups that problem 
   solve around di�erent topic areas

Practitioners are optimistic about CAPABLE because it is 
an initiative working outside the status quo. They often 
report “nerding out” when they read a journal article 
about the program, and getting their hands on as much 
information about it as possible.

Practitioners interested in CAPABLE are often looking for a 
job that is more fulfilling, and they want to make sure this 
is a good fit. Like any new job, making the decision to join 
CAPABLE can feel like a risk. Some people feel pressure to 
perform, or are nervous to get started – even if they are 
also excited!

A podcast that introduces people to the idea of ‘aging with 
meaning,’ including stories from CAPABLE practice
A website that introduces people to CAPABLE, its 
principles, and ways to get involved



Practice-Based Studios at the Maryland Institute College of Art (MICA) bring 
together teams of graduate and undergraduate students from a variety of 
disciplines to work in collaboration with outside partners and address complex 
challenges over the course of a semester. This project took place during the 
2018-2019 fall semester, through a course taught by Ashley Eberhart.

Project Team

MICA Center for Social Design Aditi Wagh, Anushka Jajodia, Cameron Morgan, 
Jessica Sanders, M Strickland, Ashley Eberhart, Hannah Shaw
Johns Hopkins School of Nursing Sarah Szanton, Sokha Koeuth, Ally 
Evelyn-Gustave, Jeanine Parisi, Jennifer Smith

The MICA Center for Social Design is dedicated to demonstrating and 
promoting the value of design in advancing equity and social justice, and to 
inspiring and preparing the next generation of creative changemakers.

CAPABLE, developed at the Johns Hopkins School of Nursing, is a 
client-centered home-based intervention to increase mobility, functionality, 
and capacity to “age in place” for low-income older adults. 
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